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people having a suspicion that there may have been something
in the nature of overloading, but our law does not recognise such
a thing as suspicion as being a justification for a conviction."
spain
Two mines drilled under the Alcazar of Toledo exploded this
morning. The explosion shook the country for miles round. For
many days the defenders had been hearing the sound of pick
and drill coming nearer. On Thursday there was silence. The
end was at hand. Only one officer fled. At dawn the inhabitants
of the town gathered outside to watch the old castle. The
militia stood ready to assault as soon as the wreckage subsided,
but they were met with machine-gun fire when they rushed
forward, which showed that some of the garrison were alive,
fighting to the last. There were about 1,000 defenders in the
Alcazar, and about 400 women and children. To-night the Red
Flag flies above the ruins in which they are buried. Few of the
defenders are believed to have survived.
campbell black killed
At Speke Aerodrome, Liverpool, Captain T. Campbell
Black was killed in extraordinary circumstances. He was de-
monstrating to a large crowd the new machine, Miss Liverpool,
in which he was to have flown in the Portsmouth-Johannesburg
race. While the Miss Liverpool was taxi-ing at a moderate speed
an R.A.F. machine, a Hawker Hart light bomber, landed, and,
taxi-ing, crashed into her head on. The airscrew slashed the
wing of the Miss Liverpool and made a big gash in the cockpit.
Campbell Black's shoulder was terribly injured, and he died
on the way to hospital.
an unusual appetite
A labourer recently admitted to hospital in Trieste said he
could not go home because he had swallowed the front-door
key. This was scientifically proved when an intricate operation
revealed in the man's stomach thirteen ordinary keys, a large
door-key, a screw, a sardine-tin opener, three cigarette-holders,
a spoon, fifteen pencils, five fountain-pens, four penknives, a
safety-razor holder, two needles, a piece of glass, four 2-lire
coins, one 5O-centesimi coin, and a key chain. The operation
was successful, and the patient's first words were to inquire
whether the 8.50 lire which he had swallowed had been
found.
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